SLO LIBRARY BOOK CLUB 2020 READING LIST

Second Thursday of the Month
Conference Room, SLO Library 10:30-12:00
All Interested Adults are Welcome

January 9  Fire Lover – Joseph Wambaugh, 338 p. (10) PB
February 13  Exit West – Mohsin Hamid, 231 p. (35 plus BC/B) PB
March 12  The Goldfinch – Donna Tartt, 771 p. (41 plus BC/B) PB
April 9  The Honey Bus: A Memoir of Loss, Courage and a Girl Saved by Bees – Meredith May, 336 p. (19 print, 7 CD) PB April 2
May 14  What the Eyes Don’t See – Mona Hanna-Attisha, 364 p. (7) PB
July 9  Bad Blood: Secrets and Lies in a Silicon Valley Startup -- John Carreyrou, 352 p. (18) PB Feb
August 13  Beloved – Toni Morrison, 321 p. (26) PB
September 10 Becoming – Michele Obama, 426 p. (96) LT PB
October 8  The Feather Thief: Beauty, Obsession, and the Natural History Heist of the Century – Kirk Wallace Johnson, 338 p. (13) PB
November 12  The Other Americans – Laila Lalami, 301 p. (16) PB March
December 10  Bring your favorite couple of books from the year to share.

PB = Paperback   BC/B = Book Club in a Bag
( ) = how many copies in the library system for request